Tomorrow’s Leaders (TL) Champion

Person Specification:

- Must be a CIOB Member
- If applications are received from outside of the TL Community, if successful they will automatically become part of the TL Community (TL Champions are automatically part of the TL Community)

Role Descriptor:

- Work closely with and support the local Hub Committee’s TL Representative to support the *delivery of the aims and objectives set out by the local Hub* including, but not limited to, delivery of events and presentations (if required) aimed at the TL audience and local university and college engagement;

- **Capture ideas and best practice** from the TL Community and **share with the TL Representative** on the local Hub Committee

- **Support the TL Representative** in the *communication of local updates and opportunities* to other TL Champions, TL Community & relevant stakeholders (for example, colleges and universities)

- **Utilise CIOB resources** to support the promotion of the CIOB and *careers in construction*, helping to inspire the next generation of industry professionals

- Attend **planning and progress sessions as required** by the TL Representative